Introducing the EVGA CLC 120/280 Liquid CPU Coolers
- Wednesday, February 1, 2017 – The EVGA Closed Loop CPU Cooler (CLC) 120 and 280 have arrived. These
new liquid coolers from EVGA give you incredible performance, low noise, robust software controls and RGB
lighting.
Built to Perform
New cooling block offers improved flowrate and heat transfer surface area for incredible cooling efficiency.
Sync with your EVGA GeForce GTX Graphics Card*
Link up your EVGA CLC cooler with select EVGA graphics cards, and match the colors directly from software. One
button to control both RGB LED’s! Color profiles even save to firmware.
* Available on select graphics cards.
New EVGA Fans
These fans are built for superior cooling and lower noise. The curved housing reduces noise level and unique blade
design offers incredible cooling performance. Teflon Nano Bearings ensure a long lifespan.
EVGA Flow Control Software (Coming Soon)
This EVGA software gives you full control over your EVGA CLC Liquid Cooler including, fanspeed/curve, RGB
lighting, Pump Control, Profiles and more! Also, the fan settings and lighting save to firmware meaning you can set
and forget.
FREE AM4 Bracket (Coming Soon)
The EVGA CLC coolers are available immediately at a US MSRP of $89.99 for the CLC 120 and $129.99 for the
CLC 280. Learn more at: http://www.evga.com/articles/01081/evga-clc-liquid-cpu-cooler/
About EVGA
EVGA is the #1 NVIDIA authorised partner in channel sales throughout North America and UK. Based on the
philosophy of intelligent innovation, market knowledge, and the real time operation, EVGA continues to identify the
need in the market place and providing the solution to that need. By offering product differentiation, 24/7 tech
support, a 90 day Step-Up programme, and other customer focused programmes, EVGA is a clear leader in all
categories: etail, retail, distribution, and system integration. With headquarters in Brea, CA, EVGA's global
coverage includes EVGA GmbH in Munich, EVGA LATAM in Miami, and EVGA Hong Kong. For further information
online about EVGA, visit: http://eu.evga.com.
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